
Two w a l k  names in the fields of Kingston
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Gravel-working and building in the last 150 years may have put an end to the discovery of 
tangible evidence of pre-Saxon settlement on Kingston Hill. It becomes all the more important to 
make the best use of any other available information. From the 16th century antiquaries have 
reported finds (often called Roman) in such terms that the sites and the associations of each are 
doubtful; the artefacts themselves have usually been lost from their contexts (the case of the more 
recent finds, mainly of the Bronze Age, is of course different). Documentary research may bring 
more precision to the old reports, by identifying the original or earliest surviving version, 
eliminating later distortions, and locating sites with lost names. Sometimes early field and minor 
names may be archaeologically significant, but may be difficult to place with sufficient accuracy 
to be useful.

John Aubrey visited Kingston in 1673' and was shown and sketched a small umber-coloured 
urn containing black ashes, found by the gallows at Kingston by Mr Chelsham and in his 
custody’ (fig 1). He also noted ‘East of Kingston on the riseing of the hill stands the Gallows, in 
dry gravelly ground where they often find Roman urns’2 (fig 2). His sketch, not published with 
the notes,’ makes it possible to link the appearance of an object, found in Kingston as long ago as 
1670,4 with a precise place. By 1617, and probably by 1572,5 the gallows was on or very near the 
site shown by symbols on Charles I’s 1637 map of Richmond Park and also on Rocque s 1745 
survey (TQ 197 705, now Kingsnympton Park Estate).

A later find is associated with Aubrey’s note by Bray; quoting ‘Ms in the possession of Mr 
Gough’, he says, in  October 1722 some persons digging here found a great number of urns and 
other pieces of Roman antiquities.’6 Although ‘here’ may merely mean ‘in Kingston’, the date 
1722 perhaps reinforces the association with the gallows, for it suggests that the digging may have 
been for the building of the new gallows, on which 13 criminals were executed on 4 April 1724.7 
This gallows was on Kingston Common, but the Corporation had also gravel pits on enclosed 
land at Gallows Hill.8 Without details of the ‘Roman antiquities’, found before Gough was born, 
there is no indication why they were considered Roman. Presumably they were found later than 
the urn full of Roman coins he mentions elsewhere.9 This uncertainty, typical of the old reports, 
might be resolved if the ‘Ms in the possession of Mr Gough’, and also the Ms source (or sources) 
of Gough’s, Camden’s, and Gale’s records about Roman coins were traced.9

Significant field-names of OE origin may, if they can be given a precise location, indicate 
where the Saxons saw evidence of their predecessors, whom they would have called British, 
whether they were the subjects of the Roman Empire in the past, or an existing native 
community. In Kingston two areas, one on Kingston Hill, the other near the Thames, are 
suggested by medieval names

Kingston Hill
Leland, writing in 1535-43, described the site of an earlier Kingston as ‘yn the declyving doune 
from Come parke towards the galoys, and there yn ploughing and digging have very often been 
founde fundation of waulles of houses, and diverse coynes . . . with Romaine inscriptions, and 
paintid yerthen pottes; and yn one in the Cardinal Wolsey’s tyme was founde much Romayne 
mony of sylver, and plates of silver to coyne, and masses to bete into plates to coyne, and 
[chayjnes of sylver.’10 The association with Wolsey suggests a find made when the conduits for his 
water supply to Hampton Court were being built (all south of George Road). The highest is 
called Gallows conduit (TQ 200 702) (fig 2). Wolsey’s work may have occasioned the removal of



Fig 1. Aubrey’s manuscript sketch (MS Aubrey 4, fol 36v) of an urn from Kingston (copyright Bodleian Library).



Fig 2. Kingston Hill in 1840 (including modern roads). The heavy line indicates the manorial boundary — see note 18. 
(Based on OS 1:10,560 map; the 5cm scale = 1km).

the gallows to the later site (TQ 197 705), but this would not have been defined by reference to 
Coombe Park, so Leland evidently meant the place near or in sight of Gallows conduit. The slope 
down to it is south and south-westward over Coombe Warren from the old road (Warren Road) 
which ran along the highest part of the hill. This slope is not that marked on the first OS 1:2500 
map ‘Numerous Roman coins and remains found here’ (TQ 207 703), which runs eastward away 
from the gallows.

The Warren must have been long unsuitable for the ploughing of which Leland was told, but 
where the slope continues down to Coombe Road, the land was in closes in the 17th century and 
was a small arable farm by the 1830s. It is the medieval names in this area which are interesting. 
A deed of 1323 concerns land in the field of Waleport in Kingston.11 In a terrier (probably of 1352) 
of property to be given by John Lovekyn to the chapel of St Mary Magdalene in Kingston,12 
arable land in the East Field of Kingston included holdings totalling 164 acres, described as upon 
Waleport or as lying in that furlong, six acres of which were next to the highway running towards 
Coombe. A four acre holding, evidently nearby, was against Ade Wellerythe, a name which 
appears in two deeds of another charity as Thaddewelrythe, on the southern boundary of an acre 
on le Downe at Burghdiches, and as upon Taddewelledowne, the situation of another three acres 
in the East Field next Burghdiche, with Coombe land on their eastern boundary.” The Lovekyn 
list has also a half acre in the East Field above suthleburghe.

After the suppression of the chantries in 1548, part of the Lovekyn chapel endowment was 
given to Kingston Corporation to maintain a grammar school,14 but the holdings in East Field



were not included and they were presumably sold by the Crown. The names Waleport and Ade 
Wellerythe reappear later as Wallpits close (13 acres) and Ad well mead, with ‘a close wherein 
standeth a conduit’ (part of which had formerly been called Furzie close), and several others 
called Longhedge closes. These fields, which together were later Coombelane farm, can be traced 
through two groups of title deeds, and their recitals of earlier transfers, from a sale in 1659 to the 
purchase of the farm by the Duke of Cambridge in 1839.15 This makes it possible to identify them 
through the Kingston tithe award and map of 1840 in the SRO. The farm then consisted of the 
following fields, though the old names had gone:

Tithe Old name NGR
Nos
220 Wallpits close TQ 196 697-8, 197 697-8
221-3 Longhedge closes TQ 198 697-8, 199 697-8
224-5 Adwell mead TQ 198 699, 199 699-700
234 Conduit close TQ 198 697-8, 199 697-8

The eastern part of the former Wallpits close (about four acres, Tithe no 214, TQ 195 697-8) had 
been sold in 1837 to the new Kingston Union for building a workhouse, since taken into Kingston 
Hospital.16 A different close of 16 acres, apparently on the west of Wallpits, was called Wall 
Pleate in a lease of 167917 and is presumably also part of the hospital site.

The situation of Wallpits, with Coombe Road on the south, and its association with Adwell 
mead, leave little doubt that Wallpits and Wall Pleate are corrupted forms of Waleport. Adwell 
mead, with the boundary of Coombe manor to the east,18 connects the medieval Ade Welle with 
Thaddewelle (‘toad-spring’) and with Burghdiches and suthleburgh, names which may refer to 
the earthworks of a fortified place19 (the suffix of the other Southborough, in Surbiton, however, 
is from beorg, ‘hill’).20

The importance of the early form ‘Waleport’ is that the medial ‘e’ is taken by place-name 
specialists to indicate the OE genitive plural of walh, ‘Briton’,21 In this compound -port is 
particularly significant, for the OE meaning was ‘town’,22 It continued in use to form place-names 
even after the Norman Conquest (eg in many ‘Newports’) and in these later examples it is often 
taken as ‘market town’.23 Waleport, however, must have been formed earlier, when the Britons 
and Saxons were still distinguishable in this region. It is not included in the corpus of walh names 
given by Cameron,24 but so few detailed local studies of early field names have been published 
that new examples with British connections may well yet be found. In perhaps the only place 
where the Kingston name appears in print, it has been wrongly transcribed ‘Walepot’ and this has 
perhaps diverted attention from its significance.25

To call this part of Kingston Hill ‘town of the Britons’ implies that it either was the site of such 
a town or adjoined and overlooked it. Undoubtedly port indicated a specific type of settlement, 
but as it cannot be known when the description was originally applied, the name itself cannot tell 
us whether the town the Saxons saw was the ruins of which Leland was told (the latest coins 
mentioned by Camden and Gale26 were those of Constantius and Constantine the Great)27 or a 
living British community. Other place-names suggest that the region south-west of London was 
one where ‘there must have been close and continued contact between Britons and Anglo- 
Saxons’.28

Canbury Field

In the 1352 terrier,29 lands in Barrefeld included three acres at la barre, between the Barre Way 
(Lower Ham Road) on the west and the furlong of Walehulle on the east, and also another two 
acres at Walehulle. A Kingston deed of 1398 and a slightly later but undated schedule have one 
acre on Walehull.30 As the name seems to have been lost in surviving records, the location of 
Walehulle cannot be more precise than the south-eastern part of the area between Lower Ham



and Richmond Roads (TQ 181 697). The Barre was at the northern entrance to the medieval 
town, probably a little south of the present bridge over Lower Ham Road. By the early 18th 
century the south-western part of Berefield, nearest the town, was called Canbury Field, where 
skeletons and supposedly Roman objects were found in the early 19th century.51

A ‘hill of the Britons’ can hardly have been a prominent feature; it may have been the slope up 
from a channel of the river. There have been few opportunities for modern archaeological work, 
but a trial excavation at Canbury Passage in the probable Walehulle area for Kingston Heritage 
Unit in 1980 recovered some Romano-British material,52 and similar material was also found in 
1929 during alterations to the old electricity works in Down Hall Road.55 Since Leland54 records a 
local tradition that the earlier bridge and common passage over the Thames had been lower on 
the river than the bridge in his time (without saying how far down or how much earlier), the 
question arises whether it was here. On this there seems to be no documentary information.

W D Biden, in a Victorian history which is still relied on, states that Claudius ‘constructed a 
substantial wooden bridge’ over the Thames at Kingston in the early years of the Roman 
occupation; he also refers to the ‘town and fortress on the top of the hill’ as Thamesa.55 He gives as 
his authority ‘Gale in his Itinerary or Roman Road Book’. Because he quotes Gale in the Latin in 
which he wrote,56 the statements gain a false antiquity, as though they came from the early 3rd 
century Antonine Itinerary itself. Manning knew of no authority for Gale’s theory about the 
bridge;57 his idea that Kingston was the Tamese of the Ravenna Cosmography is not considered 
by the author of a recent study, who concludes that Tamese is a reference to the river.58

Nothing is at present known about either roads or river crossings in the immediate 
neighbourhood in the Romano-British period. If, as Camden said, Kingston was previously 
known as Moreford,59 a marshy ford and not a bridge must have characterised this part of the 
Thames for the incoming Saxons.
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